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Mya is feeling unfastened and content material after months of heartbreaking disappointment
within the aftermath of breaking apart along with her commitment-phobic boyfriend, Vincent.
She's taken up running, seems to be good, and has no purpose of beginning one other
relationship. Then she meets Jeff. Handsome, decent, and kind, he is a keeper-the type of guy
she's continually wanted...the guy she is Warm Hands ready the marry. until eventually she
stuns herself and everybody else by way of betraying Jeff...with Vincent.Hurt and angry, Jeff
walks out of her life, leaving Warm Hands Mya on my own to confront her private self and her
harmful behavior. In doing so, she takes a courageous examine her personal existence and the
kin styles she discovered to follow. via a haze of pain, Warm Hands depression and
desperation, Mya awakens to life's truest lessons: self-love is crucial love of all, and merely
through loving your self can others really love you...
enjoyed this book. learn it in collage and want to learn it again. Why? It, for me, embodied
realizing the necessity for vanity and appreciating your worth. I inform women, particularly ladies
of color, to learn it and, no matter if they do not like the various story's framework, to determine
in the event that they realize any dangers of the most personality inside of themselves. If so,
they should swap them! : ) Margaret Johnson-Hodge did an excellent Warm Hands activity with
this novel.
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